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Program Highlights

Below you will find a listing of all the known Supervised Visitation Service providers in the state of Florida. Following each name is the Court Circuit in which they reside – C#.

All About the Kids’ Best Interest – C17
720 NE 4th Ave. #312
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33304
Program Director: Janette Mendoza 954-234-1966
Contact E-mail: jamen51blogger@gmail.com

Number of Sites: 1          Counties Served: Broward

ALL ABOUT THE KIDS BEST INTEREST is an off-site bilingual (Spanish/English) supervised visitation and monitored exchange services for dependency and family court cases. Our visits are conducted off-site at a variety of location options such as Chuck E. Cheese, museums, game parks, fun centers, theaters, libraries, public parks and playgrounds, and more. Visitation services are available seven days a week including holidays. We provide families with extended hours during the week and on weekends to help accommodate working families and the children’s school and activity schedule. Our mission is all about the kids – helping the children thrive and grow in spite of any parental conflicts.

During the Covid quarantine that started in March, 2020, we transitioned to virtual visits via Zoom. After training and educating ourselves on the safest use of technology with clients, we conducted orientation meetings with parent to help them understand the new format. Parents learned quickly what would be inappropriate on a Zoom call and did a wonderful job of complying with the new boundaries. For instance, asking questions about the child’s life was fine, but asking questions about where they were, their surroundings, etc. may not be allowed.

We began visits with the child and visitor in a virtual waiting room. Once the custodian had readied the child and left the room, the visitor was allowed in. We helped ensure successful visits by working with the visitor in advance to set up fun, interactive games or ideas that work well for engaging video visits. We also helped the kids focus on attachment and bonding.

Great preparation helped the visits translate well to the virtual medium. Parents knew what to expect and were prepared for great visits. The facilitator would mute her video and mic but was available when needed. When she was called upon she was at hand to interact with the family or answer questions. Families were very happy to have the opportunity to continue seeing each other during quarantine. It was so very important to the family bonds to continue the visits. All visits were recorded and helped unify families in spite of the chaos of Covid.

One of our favorite success stories: We had a case where the mother was accused of being abusive to the child (12 ys), but she claimed the father was abusive and encouraging the child to be disrespectful to her, the mother. We are ALL ABOUT THE KIDs so we didn’t focus on
the parent allegations, but how to help the child. We noticed he was an athlete and so helped him focus on building his athletic skills, his confidence, and personal development. We worked to channel his energy towards sports instead of negative family issues. The child is now a student at Dominican University, the alma mater of the facilitator. He chose this university because of the positive influence of his experience with All About the Kids.

These are the cases we live for- the kids’ success. It’s wonderful to see our Empowerment model having such positive outcomes!

Believe in Talk – C17
P.O. Box 191757  Ft. Lauderdale, FL  33310
Program Director:  Debbie Sedaka, LMHC  954-513-8404
Contact E-mail:  BelieveinTalk@yahoo.com  believeintalk.com

Number of Sites:  1  Counties Served: Dade, Broward

Believe in Talk provides very personalized individual services to clients. Services are individually tailored to the child’s needs and we specialize in working with autistic and other special needs populations. Because our clients are often in high crisis situations, we are available 24/7 to meet with GALs, attorneys, families, teachers, and clients.

Our services are environmental and off-site, seeking to work with children and families in their natural, most comfortable settings. We offer therapeutic supervised visits in roller skating rinks, bowling alleys, Chuck E Cheese, and even movie theaters when appropriate! Believe in Talk is proud of our record of reuniting children with parents with whom they’ve had very troubled relationships. Our therapeutic approach has helped many clients rebuild their families.

Since the statewide quarantine began, we have adapted to our client needs and have done virtual visits depending on each situation. Both visitor and custodian jobs are considered, their risk category, the child’s ability to keep a mask on, and any health factors such as asthma. Using a clinic as a visit site as well as meeting in public spaces as long as masks and sanitizer are used and the location is outside or safe.

Of note, Miami judges have started allowing in-home visits but this is a potentially dangerous idea. Believe in Talk will not send staff to homes.

Center for Child and Family Enrichment, Inc. C-11
111 NW 183rd St.  #500, Miami, FL  33169
Program Director: Kerry Lewis  305-965-2374
Contact E-Mail:  KLewis@cfceinc.org

Number of Sites:  1  Counties Served: Dade
The Center for Family and Child Enrichment’s (CFCE) Full Case Management Program has endured through the pandemic. With all of the challenges that operating during COVID-19 brought, we were able to consistently conduct home visits for clients at an average rate of 99.9% monthly, consisting of both virtual and in-person visits. Our Case Managers and Visitation Specialists have continued to provide supervised visits for parents and children through the use of virtual platforms. We have been able to reunify families and help to make forever families. CFCE finalized 9 adoptions during this National Adoption Day.

CFCE has conducted several events for our families during the pandemic. During back to school, CFCE safely conducted a drive through event, whereby caregivers and clients were able to pick up book bags filled with school supplies. For Halloween, we safely conducted a Trunk or Treat Event, with decorated car trunks filled with loads of candy and goodies for our clients and community families. We are currently working on providing some of our families with Thanksgiving Donations, including turkeys and gift cards. These events were also made possible by our wonderful friends of CFCE and donors, including but not limited to Morgan Stanley, Sharp Contractors, and Dovelight Ministries.

**Chances for Children - C3**
412 SW Wood St. Lake City, FL 32025
Program Director: Sandy Tice 386-752-4453
Contact E-Mail: ChancesforChildren@comcast.net

Number of Sites: 1   Counties Served: Columbia, Suwannee, Hamilton, Lafayette, Madison, Taylor, Baker, Union

Last year we moved into a new center on donated property. There are 8 acres so we now offer a petting zoo and plenty of space for outdoors activities and picnics. We are also participating in the Shop A Cop program. Each child gets a $100 gift certificate to go shopping with an officer. All gift certificates were donated by the Lake City PD and Walmart. Each child rides in a police car with the siren going as a 30-car convoy led by Santa goes to Walmart.

In house, we also have our own Build-A-Bear system. Each child begins by building an animal of their choice to keep and hold in therapy sessions. This is a friend they always have with them when things get rough. Throughout their sessions, they can get clothes for their animal as well. This is by far the kids’ favorite thing!

However, Covid has had an impact on our ability to offer many of these fun services. We are currently doing only half the visits we were before. We did not offer virtual visits because DCF decided to do those in-house and we also felt that they just couldn’t be the same as parents and kids visiting in person. So we have continued in-person visits but with strict guidelines to keep everyone safe. All visits are outside on our playground and we sanitize it completely between visits. Parents sometimes bring their own art supplies for projects to do on the picnic table outside. No smooches, no hugs, but still parents wanted to see kids and we are glad to
be able to facilitate these visits safely. Our judges have been very supportive and appreciative that we are still offering visits.

We participated in an event in Lake City – the Columbia county Baseballoween which is a final tournament for peewee baseball as well as a festival. We did cotton candy and snow cones for 400 kids.

Children’s Advocacy Center of Collier County- Family Safety Program -C20
1036 6th Ave. North Naples, FL 34102
Program Director: Sarah DiMattina 239-272-0713
Contact Email: sdimattina@caccollier.org

The Family Safety Program provides supervised visits for Collier County families. All of our clients are referred through the 20th Judicial Circuit Court. Staff work closely with case managers, attorneys, GAL’s, and other service providers that work with families. Services are provided free of charge.

Like many providers our center this past year moved to providing virtual visits during the pandemic. Our goal was to ensure continued safety for participants while providing a developmentally appropriate visit experience. To this end we adopted many of the best practices recommended by the Clearinghouse. We prioritized safety for caregivers including working to try to find alternative family members to be present with the child during the call, and when that was not possible, working to ensure that the caregiver was safe and not in view during the call. For families with young children we scheduled shorter and more frequent calls and we helped parents find ways to make the calls fun and engaging by suggesting games and activities that could be done virtually.

There were many benefits to offering virtual visits. Children enjoyed sharing their favorite toys, showing a parent their bedroom or virtual school workplace, and for one child, even showing the non-custodial parent how they can ride a bike! For families with transportation challenges or greater geographic distance, virtual visits were a welcome change. Staff also found that we were able to get a glimpse of the challenges families are facing at home and we were able to better address those challenges that had normally been hidden from view. For the vast majority our families, virtual visits helped keep a thread of connection during a difficult quarantine.

Our center has now resumed in-person visits and we continue to offer virtual visits for those at higher health risk and for those with significant geographic distance. For onsite visits, our center is taking precautions to keep families safe by doing health and temperature screens of all visitors, limiting the number of visits held simultaneously in the building, sanitizing rooms and toys between visits, and limiting the number of organizational staff present in the building. We continue to provide virtual intakes when appropriate. All staff and adults are required to wear masks. Lastly, our center wrote a grant and was awarded the funds to create a social media outreach program that is allowing us to share community resources with clients and the
greater community during the pandemic, including information about COVID relief funds, mental health services, tips for virtual schooling, and ideas for families to bond and play while quarantined at home. This has also helped us reach families in a new and novel way.

While this year was challenging for all, we are grateful for the ways it pushed us to innovate, adopt new technology and find ways to best serve families during the pandemic.

Children’s Home Society FVC Miami – C11
800 NW 15th St. Miami, FL 33136
Program Director: Marie Constant  786-602-5183
Contact E-mail: Marie.Constant@chsfl.org

Number of Sites: 1  Counties Served: Dade

The Family Visitation Center of the Children’s Home Society serves the visitation needs of parents and children in the dependency court system of District 11, and has always done so completely without charge to the parents. We provide both supervised and therapeutically supervised visitation for families. We view as our greatest accomplishment the positive role we play in aiding in the re-unification of families and children by providing a safe, home-like environment for visitation.

We normally have a constant stream of interns from the FIU School of Social Work, many of whom continue as hired staff. Unfortunately because of Covid, this practice was put on hold. In spite of the many difficulties this year, we managed to reunify more than 100 kids with families and forever homes. We continue to meet our outcomes while supporting families with safety measures in place.

We switched most of our cases to telehealth counseling and virtual visits in March. We did continue to do in person visits for the most high-risk cases who really need face-to-face attention. Many of the younger children who are unable to do successful virtual visits have continued in-person visits.

Currently we are cautiously transitioning back to in-person visits for all except at risk cases with medical conditions. Our in-person visits are all outside. Our new safety protocols include the provision of toys the kids can simply take home with them!

CHS has instituted a new “Warm Line”. As opposed to a “Hotline” this Warm Line is not just for emergencies but any time someone needs to talk. The Warm Line offers 24 hour clinical services – someone to talk to. This has been a great resource for the whole agency as well as SV clients.
Children’s Home Society FVC – Pensacola – C1
1300 N. Palafox St, Pensacola, FL 32501
Program Director: John Tyler Davis 850-266-2743
Contact E-mail: John.Davis@chsfl.org

Number of Sites: 2  Counties Served: Escambia, Santa Rosa

This year we were forced to transition to virtual visits in March.

2nd Site: Milton FVC
5357 Stewart St.  Milton, FL 32570  850-983-5486

The Milton site was added several years ago to the Children’s Home Society Family Visitation Center of Pensacola. With this new site available, the CHS FVC can offer supervised visitation and other services to those families living farther away from Pensacola. This enables many more new families to receive services. Florida has many rural areas that need services, and the Milton Program helps meet that need for noncustodial parents.

Children’s Home Society Mid Florida - Osceola – C9 & C18
111 E. Monument Ave.  Kissimmee, FL 34741
Program Director: Annarose Britain 407-314-4397
Contact E-mail: Annarose.Britain@chsfl.org

Number of Sites: 1  Counties Served: Osceola

Children’s Home Society provides visitation services to families who have children in out-of-home placements, or active Dependency cases, in Districts 9 & 18. The frequent nurturing visits will decrease the amount of time spent in out-of-home care by encouraging the family to maintain positive parent-child interaction and/or relationships to expedite the child’s return home. The Visitation Program, offers supervised visitation services free of charge to case management agencies. Children’s Home Society of Florida’s goal for the Family Visitation Program is to provide a safe, home-like environment for family visitation to children who are unable to remain safely in their homes. Any child who is removed from his or her parents, undergoes trauma, even if the removal is necessary for the child’s safety. The Family Visitation Program provides services that help parents maintain a loving bond with their children.

This year we were faced with the unexpected COVID pandemic, which forced us to suddenly change our program operations. While all of our service centers physically shut our doors, we never stopped serving our families. We quickly created and implemented remote operating procedures, and began providing “virtual visitations”, by means of video conferencing and supervised phone calls. With the implementation of virtual visits, no visitations were cancelled, just because our offices closed. During this unprecedented time, when families are already
separated, this sudden COVID crisis created fear and confusion. Our Family Visitation Program, was able to support our families by maintaining that family connection, even if it was virtual. In May 2020, we began transitioning some of our visitations back to face-to-face interactions. We applied very detailed safety protocols to keep team members and clients protected, while fostering a safe environment for visits to be completed. Consistent visitation is a key indicator to successful reunifications. The ability to provide a safe and nurturing environment for visits to occur is vital for the families we serve.

2nd Site: Children’s Home Society Mid FL - Orange Co West
5749 Westgate Dr. #201, Orlando, FL 32835
Program Director: Annarose Britain (407-314-4397)
Contact E-mail: Annarose.Britain@chsfl.org

3rd Site: Children’s Home Society Mid FL - Orange Co East - CLOSED
1900 N. Alafaya Tr. #900, Orlando, FL 32826
Program Director: Annarose Britain (407-314-4397)
Contact E-mail: Annarose.Britain@chsfl.org

4th Site: Children’s Home Society Mid FL – C18
2929 S. Orlando Dr. #150, Sanford, FL 32773
Program Director: Annarose Britain (407-314-4397)
Contact E-mail: Annarose.Britain@chsfl.org

Children’s Home Society – West Palm - C15
4100 Okeechobee Blvd. West Palm Beach, FL 33409
Program Director: Lauren Fuentes 561-485-7056
Contact E-mail: Lauren.Fuentes@chsfl.org

Number of Sites: 1       Counties Served: Palm Beach

This year was a difficult year but we met all of our performance measures – we continued to serve all clients. We transitioned to virtual visits in March after developing new protocols and training on the new technology. In certain cases where the Foster Parent was uncomfortable having virtual visits show their homes, we allowed children to come to the center to do virtual visits with parents. We also visited some of our clients’ houses to help them get set up properly. We were fortunate enough to be able to purchase tablets and devices for some families in need.

We were very successful in engaging kids who were on computer and phones all day (school, doctor appts) by utilizing innovative techniques, games, and interactive play. Families were grateful to be able to see their children even during quarantine. In November we began doing some in-person visits focusing on the younger kids who had trouble with online calls.
Our center is an inviting, homelike place with playrooms, a kitchen, living areas, conference rooms, and a playground outside - a more natural environment than the average caseworker’s office. Because of the warmth of our center we have been very successful in making families feel comfortable to really enjoy time with each other. One parent who was doing visits in a caseworker’s office was really struggling – her numerous kids were antsy, sometimes noisy, and the whole situation was stressful for her. She even started missing visits. However, when this family moved to our center, they began to thrive. There is plenty of space for the kids to run about, play outside, find engaging toys and activities to do together. Now this client is really succeeding and loves her visits!

In addition, other resources find our center to be the perfect homelike place for working with clients. We have opened our center to psychiatric and parental fitness evaluations because it is much easier to get clear picture of parenting and psych skills in our more natural, homelike environment.

Children’s Justice Center – C13
700 E. Twiggs St. Suite 102   Tampa, FL 33602
Program Director: Shannon Gillet  813-272-7179
Contact E-mail: watermpl@fljud13.org

Number of Sites: 1                      Counties Served: Hillsborough

Our program was ordered by the courts to close in-person visits in March. As it became clear that this wasn’t a temporary situation, we began staff training to move to virtual visits. With Clearinghouse guidelines, suggestions, and materials, we developed new protocols, new orientations, and new forms for our clients to sign electronically. In May we reopened using only virtual visits.

Although there have been challenges in learning the new technology and adapting to different norms, our staff has been wonderful. They are incredibly resilient and worked very hard to make the virtual visits as comfortable as possible for clients. Right now, each staff member is providing their maximum of 14 visits per week, all between the hours of 2:30-8:00pm. In fact, demand for our services has risen dramatically and we are having to add new staff to the monitor roster. We have weekly zoom staff meetings to coordinate and review case situations together.

Virtual visits, while taxing in some ways such as parents appearing on camera in inappropriate clothing or locations, has had many upsides. Visits are going very well and there are far less no-shows and cancellations, which helps families stay connected during these tough times. Families have expressed their gratitude for being able to still see their kids and remain connected in spite of being unable to hug them. When our Circuit moves to Level 3, we will be permitted to once again offer in-person visits. Until then we continue to provide virtual visits to connect families.
Communities Connected for Kids: Devereux CBC – C19
10570 S. Federal Hwy #300  Pt. St. Lucie, FL  
Program Director: Tavaris Williams 561-460-3240  
Contact E-mail: tavaris.williams@devereuxcbc.org

Number of Sites: 1  Counties served: Martin, St. Lucie, Indian River, Okeechobee

Each service center is a warm and welcoming place for clients. We’ve designed the rooms to be like family homes and living rooms to help our families feel more relaxed. During Covid we transitioned to virtual visits and this has actually allowed us to serve even more clients. There has been a significant reduction in no-shows and cancellations, and we can do more visits per week as transportation time is not an issue. At the discretion of the case manager and level of risk, we do allow in person visits with safety protocols in place.

The Family Support Workers of the Treasure Coast do a tremendous job in ensuring that supervised visitation is available for all CCK families. Through CCK’s supervised visitation program, families are able to safely transition into less restrictive visitation arrangements, which aid in faster reunifications as each case’s circumstances dictate.

Deland Harmony House SVC – C7
247 W. Voorhis Ave.  DeLand, FL 32720  
Program Director: Maia Bass  386-740-3839 x227 or x240  
Contact E-mail: maia.bass@cshfl.org

Number of Sites: 3  Counties Served: Flagler, Volusia

In March, our location transitioned to virtual visits due to the Covid quarantine. We have a top notch, experienced team that has made the transition to virtual visits so easy. We remain virtual and have been accepting more families than ever before. Virtual visits have allowed us to add more families to the schedule with a reduction in travel time, sanitization, and other normal time constraints. We have excelled at opening cases, getting families trained, and being flexible with the client’s needs. In an attempt to keep things as normal as possible, we hope to still have our famous Christmas party as a virtual party if possible.

2nd Site: Family Tree House SVC
525 S. Ridgewood Ave.  Daytona Bch, FL 32114  
Program Director: Maia Bass  386-304-7600  
Contact E-mail: Maia.Bass@chsfl.org

While most of our visits remain on the virtual platform, we have two families enjoying in-person visits because of intense issues that require personal attention. There are three kids
with 3 different households and custodians, plus 2 parents visiting. A Supervisor is always present and we always do these visits outside only, (or on the patio if it rains.) We have wonderful clients who have been so resilient and determined to see their kids during this difficult time. We have celebrated birthdays as one mother brought balloons taped to a clear shower curtain, a cake, a music box, and a gift for her little girl. It was a wonderful party outside and the child was so very happy. Making the most out of this unusual Covid situation has been challenging but we are succeeding! Another parent came prepared for her Halloween visit - Mom carved the pumpkin in advance and the kids helped scoop it out. She had markers, glitter, and gloves for each kid. She also brought flowers in a ziplock to set inside the little pumpkins for the kids to take home.

We at the Tree House feel honored that because of the work we do, children and their parents can visit in a safe and fun environment. It is our absolute pleasure to work with such determined parents towards unification.

3rd Site: Sally’s Safe Haven
103 E. Moody Blvd. Bunnell, FL 32110
Program Director: Maia Bass 386-263-8771
Contact E-mail: Maia.bass@chfl.org

Sally’s transitioned to virtual visits in March and continues to offer these services. We have only one in-person case because of special needs requests (kids 11 and 15.) We have a great team of workers who have really transitioned well, learned fast, and handled all the speed bumps thrown at them by Covid. We don't judge, we just make sure they have a great visit! We have worked hard to accommodate visits at crazy times and to help clients. Our staff is always open to covering for one another and have done a wonderful job of making sure anyone who wants service has an opportunity to visit.

DISC Village, Inc. Supervised Visitation Program – C2
3333 W. Pensacola St. #310 Tallahassee, FL 32304
Program Director: Tongy Rodriguez 850-510-3387
Contact E-mail: tongy.rodriguez@discvillage.com

Number of Sites: 1 Counties Served: Leon, Wakulla, Liberty, Gadsden, Jefferson, Taylor, Calhoun, Gulf (8)

The Disc Village Supervised Family visitation center currently has an order of agreement with the second judicial circuit to service family law cases in the Big Bend Community. We recently moved into a new bigger location with a more enhanced family-like setting for the children and families we serve. Unfortunately the situation with Covid-19 has had an impact on our services. After revising our visit protocols to accommodate virtual visits, doing orientations with the families, as well as staff training, we moved to virtual visits in March. In October we were able to return to face-to-face visits which are from 9-4pm and these are
mostly toddlers and younger clients who didn’t do as well with virtual visits. Older clients are still virtual from 4-6pm and Saturdays. This makes for long days but our staff has been terrific!

There have been some difficult adjustments but our staff and our families have been incredibly resilient! Families are happy to be able to see each other no matter the venue. There have been a lot of tears at the end of some calls as parents really want to hug their kids, and we have been consoling the parents after the call.

We’re currently getting so many referrals we’re having to do a wait list. We have tried to keep a safe number of clients that allows us to sanitize the center after each visit which takes about 20 mins. For now parents are bringing their own toys and supplies. In addition to that we have a life-skills curriculum for parents. Our goal is to help these families increase resilience, build on their current strengths and overcome barriers. It hasn’t been an easy year but we are proud of our staff and families, and are proud of the great work we continue to do.

**Divine Oaks Family Services - C11**
995 NE 119th St 680624 Miami, FL 33168
Program Director: Michelle Ranglin 786-280-0036
Contact E-mail: DivineOaksFamilyServices@gmail.com

Number of Sites: 1
Counties Served: Dade, Broward

Divine Oaks Family Services provides individual therapy, family therapy, therapeutic and supervised visitation for Family, Dependency, Permanent Guardianship and all other related cases. Divine Oaks serves our families in the Miami Dade and Broward county area.

Divine Oaks’ mission is to “Nurture the Root to allow the Branch to Flourish.” Our mission simply means, a child’s understanding of the family dynamic should come from a place of growth and development with the assistance of caring and encouraging parents.

**Eckerd Youth – Brevard Family Visitation Services – C18**
4095 US HWY1 Rockledge, FL 32926
Program Director: Talia Bryant 321-307-5102 Stanley Brizz
Contact E-mail: tbyrant@eckerd.org

Number of Sites: 3
Counties Served: Brevard

Our family visitation services have changed considerably due to Covid and not all for the worse. Currently we do therapeutic supervision with five therapists and 85% of our visits are still virtual. The good thing is engagement has improved, meaning people are showing up for visits and participating like never before. It’s phenomenal and we are getting more referrals than ever.
Our wonderful staff is very resilient and adapted quickly in changing to virtual visits. They have created games and activities to facilitate great virtual visits, and take a good amount of time with each family to teach them how to have the most successful visits possible. Even though most cannot see their kids in person, complaints from parents have been minimal.

 Normally our Judge orders 4-hour visits per week which can be difficult if there are a number of kids in different foster homes. Sometimes the kids have to be transported from different places, some rural, and their drive time can be an hour each way. So virtual visits eliminate the barrier of gathering everyone and the various transportation problems. They also eliminate barriers for parents and long travel times to the center. Current court orders are not allowing face to face visits unless all are in agreement, so at this time there are only two case doing in-person visits. For in-person visits, we have created a list of rules that everyone must follow. Parents bring their own toys, wash hands, and wear masks.

 Our visitation rooms have been recently renovated so they actually look like home. There is matching furniture, comfortable sofas and a dining table for families to use. We also recently received a grant allowing us to give each family $125 grocery gift cards. This year we will also be giving each family a turkey dinner thanks to donations from the “Feeding Local” group. All visitation families will get one! For Christmas, we are partnering with the local realtor’s association which will fulfill wish list items for the kids. Kids will get at least one thing they actually ask for! We are also very proud of our Room of Hope, which contains hygiene items, diapers, and other family supplies that are available for free. Families are welcome to “shop” there when in need.

F.A.C.E.S. Family and Co-Parenting Enrichment Services – C11

1390 S. Dixie Hwy  #2109  Coral Gables, FL 33431
Program Director: Dana Cahn 954-773-2237
Contact E-mail: www.faces.family

Number of Sites: 2    Counties Served: Dade

f.a.c.e.s. (Family and Coparenting Enrichment Services) provides family and children services in South Florida with our primary office located in Ft Lauderdale. Our staff consists of licensed practitioners and professionals to handle Supervised Visitation, Therapeutic Supervised Visitation, Monitored Exchanges, Parenting and Coparenting classes, as well as Restoring Family Relationships program, Evaluations, and Mental Health Assessments.

We provide both on and off-site visits with multilingual staff as needed. We offer a full professional program meeting the standards set forth by the Florida legislature and the Clearinghouse on Supervised Visitation. f.a.c.e.s. is a proud member of the Supervised Visitation Network and a financial supporter of Kidside, the non-profit organization for Family Court Services of Miami-Dade. f.a.c.e.s. Founder and CEO, Dana Cahn, sits on the Board of both organizations.
f.a.c.e.s. operate two sites for in-person visits in addition to providing virtual visits through zoom. Each of our sites has multiple playrooms with different themes tailored to the ages of the children — toddlers, tweens, and older teens. In the fall of 2020, we will be moving into our newly renovated offices that will have additional options for families to connect, such as a kitchen for baking sweets or making meals together, a library where parents can assist their children with homework, a music room, and a toy filled game room. And, if the kids want to get outside, our Ft Lauderdale location offers an outdoor picnic area and basketball court.

In addition to our main business, we also run a 501c3 non-profit organization called faces for children (Facing Adverse Childhood Experiences for Children), that provides supervised visits and other services for free or at a discount for clients who are unable to afford the full cost of services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2nd Site: F.A.C.E.S.</th>
<th>Counties Served: Broward, Palm Beach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1112 SE 3rd Ave Ft Lauderdale, FL 33316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Director: Dana Cahn 954-773-2237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact E-Mail: <a href="mailto:danacahn@faces.family">danacahn@faces.family</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Family Crossroads Solutions, Inc. – C11**

1664 SW 244 Lane, Homestead, FL 33032

Program Director: Karen Sanchez (786) 389-4826

Contact E-mail: info@family-csi.com

**Number of Sites:** 1  
**Counties Served:** Dade

Family Crossroads Solutions, Inc. adheres to guidelines set by the Clearinghouse for Supervised Visitation and Monitored Exchanges and existing court orders. Family Crossroads Solutions, Inc. works with alienation, high profile cases and divorces and is approved as a Family Court provider.

Our staff is required to have a bachelor’s degree for supervised visitations and monitored exchanges. Other agency services are offered by Masters, Licensed or doctorate level staff. We have staff that speak English, Spanish, Russian, Creole, and Portuguese. We help domestic violence victims with safety planning and the agency President is actively involved and recognized in the child protection community. All of our rooms are decorated and homelike for the comfort of our clients.

**Family Nurturing Center of Florida – Bartley - C4**

2759 Bartley Cr. Jacksonville, FL 32207

Program Director: Elaine Jacobs 904-389-4244 x3

Contact E-mail: elaine@fnclorida.org
Our year changed dramatically when Covid-19 quarantines came into effect, but our staff was incredible and handled the new challenges brilliantly. We closed down for two weeks in order to train and prepare for the transition to virtual visits but we were up and running as quickly as possible. We provided new protocols and guidelines for parents as well as training on the new technology. It was bumpy at times but the parents were really grateful to be able to see their children by any means available. We were fortunate to have determined board members who got our judge to declare that virtual visits would be an allowable option for families.

In May we began a careful reopening of our facility for face to face visits. This was essential for younger children who were having a difficult time on virtual platforms. We have lowered capacity in our centers and keep the number of people to a minimum. We have new sanitization standards and have gotten good at cleaning and prepping our rooms quickly with a special disinfectant spray machine. Also, parents bring some of their own supplies.

Families have been very supportive and resilient during this time in spite of new protocols. For example, we don’t allow additional visitors at this time such as siblings or grandparents and although this has been sad, parents understand that safety is important.

Our wonderful, resilient staff has also done a terrific job of balancing both in-person and virtual visits. In one case, a mother was very concerned about her baby being exposed to the virus so we agreed to have her in-person visits outside of regular hours when no other families are around.

Interestingly, the judges are now using virtual visits in additional ways. They are sometimes ordering virtual visits for a time period before allowing in-person visits, as a transitional option. In some cases where there is a strained relationship, this allows us to move slowly to in-person visits which might be uncomfortable right off the bat. It has been a wonderful solution in one particular case where the last interaction of the parent and child had been tense and uncomfortable. They were able to do a series of virtual visits to work through some issues before actually visiting in person to enjoy each other’s company. Judges will continue to utilize virtual visits in this way and we continue to offer it as an option for cases.
In our area Covid numbers have been really high and we were forced to stop in-person visits in March. Our wonderful staff worked hard to adapt to the new technology, develop new protocols and orientation guidelines, and provide the best interactive virtual visits possible. We have continued to provide mainly virtual visits because transporters are not allowed to transport children at this time. Some foster parents who are willing, have brought children to the center for in-person visits.

While there have been some negative repercussions such as one judge who refuses virtual visit orders, and the elimination of normal transitional visits as children reunify, we have managed to keep our clients safe and in contact with their children. Families are so happy to be able to see their children, even if it is a virtual visit. This contact is so important to our ultimate goal of reunification of families.

Our staff is truly exemplary. We have one Spanish speaking staff member and one of our employees is becoming certified in ASL. We also do cross training with the local court and DV center or child protective agency. We teach Coping with Crying to every family with a child under the age of three due to a child dying from shaken baby syndrome. Whenever possible we hold a Christmas and holiday parties for our clients.

**2nd Site: Family Partnerships - Clearwater**
1421 Court St. #B, Clearwater, FL 34657 727-234-7795

**3rd Site: Family Partnerships – Pasco**
6825 Trouble Creek Rd. New Port Richey, FL 34653 727-282-4409

**Family Resource Connection – C7**
309 Main St. Palatka, FL 32177
Program Director: Stephanie Morrow 386-385-5093 904-315-7171
Contact E-mail: stephanie@familyresourcefl.org

Number of sites: 4 Counties Served: St. John’s, Duval, Putnam, Clay

Our staff is incredibly dedicated in good times and bad. They do so much for too little and without their dedication and compassion for the children, we wouldn’t be in operation. They have been incredible resilient, positive, and encouraging.

We switched to virtual visits in March and have been able to continue with our many other services as well such as parenting skills, anger management, and batterer’s intervention programs. Interestingly, Covid has also opened the door to new resources. For example, we now accept payment through Cash App which makes it much easier and more convenient for people to pay. Staff don’t have to carry cash or receipts!
Since August we have been open for some in-person visits with all CDC protocols and guidelines strictly enforced including masks. This sometimes leads to pushback from parents but our staff has done a wonderful job of walking that fine line of keeping the families together and happy yet safe.

2nd site: FRC North
Faith Community Center 3450 County Rd. 210 West St. Johns, FL 32259
3rd site: FRC South
2730 US 1 South St. Augustine, FL 32086
4th site: FRC Clay County -C4
155 Blanding Blvd. #2 Orange Park, FL 32073 904-298-2001

Family Resource Center of SW Florida – C20
P.O. Box 07248 Ft. Myers, FL 33919
Program Director: Carmen Rodriguez 239-233-5676
Contact E-mail: carmen.fcswfl@gmail.com

Number of Sites: 1 Counties Served: Lee

Despite Covid we have been able to maintain our normal services in-person and did not do virtual visits. We followed all CDC guidelines and protocol for sanitization, temperature monitoring, masks, and protection. In this way our clients were able to safely continue seeing their children and have quality time together. Some families did opt out of visits for a time out of an abundance of caution but for the most part they are returning now. We were also able to do some remodeling and our rooms and facility are more beautiful than ever.

Family Ties Visitation Center – C9
425 N. Orange Ave Room #330 Orlando, FL 32801
Program Director: Valerie Tolentino 407-836-0426
Contact E-mail: ctfcvt1@cnjcc.org

Number of Sites: 1 Counties Served: Orange

The Family Ties program helps families reunite and rebuild their lives together. Our in person visitation site is at a public school so we are able to provide a large variety of activities for kids including art, music, games, and a playground. This site also allows for the visits to seem more organic and a part of the child’s regular day. During COVID-19 we transitioned to doing temporary Virtual Visits so that the families can still see each other, until they are able to return to in-person visits. We have the most incredibly talented and dedicated staff, many who have been with us for years. Our staff does their work with compassion, and a desire for helping others. Without them we would not be able to serve the community as we do.
Family Visitation Center of Alachua – C8
1409 NW 36th Pl. Gainesville, FL 32605
Program Director: Maia Bass 352-334-0882
Contact E-mail: Maia.Bass@chsfl.org

Number of Sites:  2       Counties Served:  Alachua, Suwanee

This site stopped in-person visits due to Covid-19 on March 15, 2020. We closed for two weeks to prepare our move to virtual visits with training, family orientations and installation of new software. Our staff adapted quickly and we were once again providing much needed service. Virtual visits have gone very well and continue at this time. Even with only virtual visits we have seen no decline in referrals or services. We help clients by following up regularly with weekly reminders and links via text.

Families are happy to be able to see each other in spite of Covid. Fortunately, we are much more able to work with a variety of client schedules for needed visits. The absence of travel time has allowed us more flexibility in both our schedule and that of parents. For example, one client is a mom with 5 kids in 4 different foster homes. Instead of juggling a dozen schedules, we can do a virtual visit connecting them all at once, one night a week. We were able to accommodate the whole group more easily as some are in different cities. The kids are so excited to be able to see each other at once.

We have faced the common missteps such as parents occasionally answering from inappropriate places, but we have worked to limit those issues. On the positive side, virtual visits have definitely reduced our no shows and cancellations over time.

2nd Site: Family Visitation Center of Suwanee – Carolyn’s Cottage – C3
620 SW Arlington Blvd, Lake City, FL 32025  386-758-0591
Program Director: Maia Bass 386-758-0591
Contact E-mail: Maia.Bass@chsfl.org

This site stopped in-person visits due to Covid-19 on March 15, 2020. We closed for two weeks to prepare our move to virtual visits, with training, family orientations and installation of new software. Virtual visits have gone very well and continue to this day. All visits are virtual and we have seen no decline in referrals or services. We follow up with clients through weekly reminders with links via text.

Our families have been very cooperative with the new platform and are happy to be back together during Covid. Seeing each other is so important. Using the virtual visits we are much more able to work with their schedules so they can see their kids often. Since there is no travel time for virtual visits, our schedule has opened up quite a bit, allowing for more flexibility for parents. Virtual visits have also definitely reduced our no shows and cancellations over time.
Our staff adapted very quickly and do all they can to serve families when they need it. One of our greatest successes is a family – a mom and 5 kids in 4 different foster homes. Getting everyone into the center for visits in the past has been tricky but through Zoom we have been able to connect them all at once, one night a week. We were able to accommodate the whole group much easier as some are in different cities. The kids are so excited to be able to see each other regularly!

Unfortunately, this site closed on October 15, 2020. All cases were placed in our Lake County program.

**Family Visitation Supervisors – C17**  
500 E. Broward Blvd #1710 Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33394  
Program Director: Renita Henry 954-588-5416  
Contact E-Mail: kidsupervisors@gmail.com

Number of Sites: 1  Counties Served: Broward

We maintained our in-person visits by adhering to all CDC guidelines including masks, and social distance between monitor and families. We encouraged visits to happen outside as much as possible, at parks or playgrounds. Some families who did not have home visits engaged and were unable to have visits at public places, had to stop visits. But for the most part clients continue to happily visit with their kids in a safe and secure way.

Our staff have been total rock stars! They have kept themselves safe and still served the families in this tough time. Without their dedication we would not be able to continue helping families stay together.

**Kids and Families Matter – C12**  
9124 58th Drive East Lakewood Ranch, Florida 34202  
Program Director: Pamela Gersbach, MSW 941-527-7500  
Contact Email: Support@KidsandFamiliesMatter.com  
Website: Kidsandfamiliesmatter.com https://www.kidsandfamiliesmatter.com

Number of sites: 1  Counties Serviced: Manatee, Sarasota, Hillsborough, Pinellas, Hardee, Desoto, Charlotte, Polk

Families Matter prides its services as being a part of the solution for families involved in the Family or Dependency Court system. All of our monitors have a minimum of a Master’s degree and bring to their position a respectful attitude, extensive knowledge of child development, and a desire to help families move through what is one of the most difficult times that they will ever go through.
The program provides a variety of family support services including but not limited to supervised shared parenting time, supervised time share exchanges, parenting education and support, pet visits, off-site shared parenting time supervision, in-home shared parenting time support, full weekend support, phone call supervision, face time and skype contact supervision, mail and package forwarding, reunification and reintroduction support, grandparent support, guardian support, and adoptive family support. Additional supports include Family Group Conferences, out of state support, gradual transition monitoring and reporting for families moving from supervised to unsupervised timesharing. Kids and Families Matter offers Shared Parenting Time supervision 7 days a week and on a 24/7 basis for families assessed as appropriate. Kids and Families Matter also offers vacation supervision, and out of state supervision when assessed as appropriate.

**Kid’s Bridge – C7**
238 San Marco Ave. St. Augustine, FL 32084
Program Director: Sandy Acuff 904-824-8810
Contact E-mail: lynnandmatt@bellsouth.net

Number of Sites: 1  Counties Served: St. John’s

Our program offers the Healing Arts therapeutic program which includes various musical instruments and art supplies/projects for the children to use. It is by far their favorite part of each visit. In addition, we offer parenting classes/coaching, BIP, and divorce stabilization classes for kids.

**LifeStream Best Practices SVP Wildwood - C5**
515 Main St. Leesburg, FL 34785
Program Director: Kelly Tompkins 352-742-1590
Contact E-mail: judy.shelton@kidscentralinc.org melinda.musick@chsfl.org

Number of Sites: 2  Counties Served: Sumpter, Lake

2nd Site: Best Practices SVP Tavares: 901 Industrial Dr. Wildwood, FL 34785
Tiffany Jones 352-748-9999

The Visitation Interaction Program is designed to strengthen and/or repair the relationship between parents and children in out-of-home care where reunification is the goal and the court has ordered visitation. It focuses on making visits child-centered, with the parents engaging in a positive manner with the children. It also allows visits to occur in the most homelike setting possible. Staff are available during normal business hours, but services to families are provided at dates and times that best suit the families and their schedules.
Through the Visitation Interaction Program, parents learn how to make visits a positive experience. They learn techniques and are provided tools to help them meet the needs of their children. The Program strengthens the child’s relationship with the parent.

The coaching process begins with completion of the Adult Adolescent Parenting Inventory, which provides an index of risk in 5 domains: expectations of children, parental empathy towards children’s needs, use of corporal punishment, parent-child family roles, and children’s power and independence. The AAPI is completed before working with the family and at the conclusion of the Program to measure progress.

Each visit consists of a pre-visit prep session where the coach and parent develop goals for that day’s visit, observation and coaching during the visit itself on areas identified as needing improvement, and a post-visit feedback session to discuss where the parent did well and needs more coaching.

Since program inception, AAPI scores reflect an overall average improvement of 1-5 points in each domain for clients. Customer satisfaction surveys reveal parents enjoy having their visits outside of the office and developing a stronger bond with their children. The Program has also shortened the length of stay in out of home care and increased the likelihood of the child being reunified (versus families not involved in the Program).

The Visitation Interaction Program was the recipient of the Innovator of the Year Award at Children's Home Society of Florida’s 6th Annual Innovation Symposium in 2012. The Symposium is dedicated to finding better ways to serve children. This Program was selected due to its successful outcomes and ease of replication.

Lutheran Services – C12
5729 Manatee Ave. West  Bradenton, FL  34209
Program Director: Tiffany Vandermark  941-721-7670 x132
Contact E-mail: tvandermark@sccfl.org

Number of Sites: 1       Counties Served: Manatee

The Safe Children’s Coalition and Lutheran Services provides supervised visitation to their own clients only at this time. Currently our building is not open to in-person visits. If all parties agree to in-person visits, we will accommodate the request outside or in a safe place while following all CDC protocols and guidelines including masks. Otherwise our visits continue to be virtual visits. While this has been a difficult time, our foster parents have really stepped up to help the kids in their care see their parents. They have helped to set up the necessary technology and facilitate visits so parents can stay connected to their kids. As a result we see considerable improvement in their relationships! Stability of placements has also been better this year with less movement. We offer much additional support to help families with school supplies and quarantine entertainment options.
Lutheran Services – C20  
2285 Victoria Ave. Ft. Myers, FL 33907  
Program Director: Rachel Lison 239-461-7651  
Contact E-mail: rlison@childnetswfl.org

Number of Sites: 1  
Counties Served: Lee, Charlotte

Lutheran Services Florida Visitation Program has been in existence since 2007. We provide services to families that are a part of the dependency system, working to regain custody of their children. During Covid quarantine in March we transitioned to virtual visits. Our staff and families did a wonderful job of adapting quickly to this new way of visiting with loved ones.

Metamorphosis - C11  
13200 SW 128th St. #F2 Miami, FL 33186  
Program Director: Dr. Bettina Lozzi-Toscano 305-964-7598  
Contact e-mail drbitatmetmorph@aol.com

Number of Sites: 1  
Counties Served: Dade

We have an incredible staff who met the Covid battle with finesse! We switched to virtual visits in March after developing new policies and procedures. We have been very successful in keeping our services available to families in need. We recently began offering in-person visits once again while following all CDC safety protocols including masks, social distancing, and having only one family at a time in the center. Families are now offered the option of either in-person or virtual visits. Everyone wants to see their children in person, but the fact that they have the option is wonderful.

Our staff also received training on providing Telehealth visits and our director is certified in telehealth provision. This has allowed us to continue providing clients with therapeutic visits, counseling, and custody evaluations.

We are a private office serving children and families in Miami Dade County since 2008. We provide both supervised and therapeutic timesharing in office and on site. We offer individualized, quality services unique to the families that are referred to us. We have an excellent reputation and work with our 11th judicial Family Circuit Judges, transforming lives one family at a time.

Miami Counseling Center – C11  
11401 SW 40th St. #307 Miami, FL 33165  
Program Director: Jenine Camejo 305-227-910  
Contact E-mail: Camejo.jenine@yahoo.com

Number of Sites: 1  
Counties Served: Dade
Partners with Families - C9
2737 W. Fairbanks Ave. Winter Park, FL 32789
Program Director: Sherry White  407-740-6838  407-963-2832 cell
Contact E-mail: s.white@psychologicalaffiliates.com

Number of Programs: 1  Counties Served: Orange

Pasco Counseling and Visitation Center – New Port Richey – C6
6825 Trouble Creek Road New Port Richey, FL 34652
Program Director: Stephanie Centella  727-277-7421
Contact E-mail: Stephanie@pascocounseling.com

Number of Sites: 1  Counties Served: Pasco, Hernando, Citrus

Our center has wonderful options such as access to a playground and fun rooms for visits. We offer supervised visitation, shaken baby classes, and intensive parenting (Love and Logic curriculum) to families as well as batterer’s intervention programs and anger management for others. We accept family law and dependency cases. We were recently visited by a local judge and his wife who wanted to see the center where they were referring people. This was a tremendous eye-opener for the judge and we wish more in the community would do the same – our doors are always open.

When Covid quarantines and guidelines prevented in-person visits, we switched to a virtual visits model. We started by offering orientation or training calls with parents to give them the new guidelines and protocols associated with virtual visits. Many were unwilling to do virtual visits, mainly those with very young children who they felt could not cooperate well on a zoom call. However many other clients were excited to be able to see their children, even if it was only virtual. We worked with those parents to develop games and ideas to make the calls interesting and interactive for the kids. Most of the virtual visits went well, with the occasional exception of a parent calling in from an inappropriate location such as the beach or a store.

One of our favorite Success Stories – We worked with a mom for 2 1/2 years as she got clean and worked hard to get her children back. She found a good job, got her own place, took our classes, and did so well, she is now unified with her family. In addition, her children’s former family caregiver now happily works together with her on family visits and babysitting now and then. This mom is doing great and still calls in every so often to ask parenting questions and let us know how she is doing. We love having these great relationships with clients and always invite them to call us if they have any questions in the future.

Preval & Associates – C11
9628 NE 2nd Ave  #210E Miami, FL 33138
Program Director: Herve Preval  786-281-3935
Contact E-mail: hpreval@prevalandassociates.net
Number of Programs: 1  Counties Served: Dade

We have transitioned to virtual sessions since March when Covid required quarantine. We have continued providing virtual therapy and counseling sessions with clients who have been so thankful to have the option. The flexibility of virtual options has been great. We recently began accepting virtual visits from the courts and are excited to provide this safe option for families to remain connected.

Psychological Center for Expert Evaluations – C15
3307 Northlake Blvd. # 101  Palm Beach Gardens, FL  33403
Program Director: Kristin Tolbert  561-429-2140
Contact E-mail: drktolbert@gmail.com

Number of Sites: 1  Counties Served: Palm Beach

Rooted Families – C11
18520 NW 67th Ave #346  Miami, FL
Program Director: Alicia Layton 305-300-8953
Contact E-mail: rootedfamilies@gmail.com
www.rootedfamiliessv.com

Number of Programs: 1  Counties Served: Dade

Our supervised visitation program specializes in providing on-site services. Because visiting at a dedicated center can be stressful and abnormal for the children, we strive to help families visit in a more natural setting. Our visits can occur in the park, at the zoo, or many other more comfortable and relaxed settings to put the children at ease. Rooted Families does take security seriously however and has off-site security monitoring to be sure the children and custodians are safe. Our staff includes monitors who speak English, Spanish, and Creole to accommodate many different families.

We have been doing more in-home visits as a result of Covid following all required CDC protocols and guidelines. All families are also required to follow all guidelines. We are grateful that we are able to help families during this tough time. We are also glad to have a flexible schedule including nights and weekends to help others.

Safe Connections Supervised Visitation Center – C1
56 Beal Pkwy, NW,  Ft. Walton, FL 32579
Program Director: Sharon Rogers  850-609-1850
Contact E-mail: sharongrogers@hotmail.com

Number of Sites: 3  Counties Served: Okaloosa, Walton
Safe Connections provides the critical community services of on-site supervised visitation and monitored child exchanges to families in and around Okaloosa and Walton Counties with three sites located in Fort Walton Beach, Crestview and DeFuniak Springs. Safe Connections alleviates the potential for repeated trauma, violence or manipulation of children or victimized parents with well thought out safety planning of the space and with the provision of services by well trained staff. Staff remains committed to ensuring Safe Connections is a comfortable, nurturing, and respectful program with an overlay of safety and security for families dealing with a history of unsafe behaviors such as domestic violence, parental substance use disorders, parents with uncontrolled mental health disease and allegations of child maltreatment.

An extension of Safe Connections’ services includes addressing any ongoing issues preventing many parents from providing resiliency and stability which are integral to a child’s opportunity for success in life. Services now include comprehensive evidence-based Parenting Classes, "Circle of Security," availability of on-site resources on building life skills such as budgeting and direct referrals for basic needs such as medical, housing, food and childcare by maintaining community relationships for coordinated responses.

Throughout the COVID-19 Pandemic of 2020, Safe Connections made every effort possible to continue our mission to protect vulnerable children. During this time in which many services became unavailable to families the Safe Connections staff stepped up efforts to stay in contact with families. After a two week closure in March, Safe Connections reopened with increased visitation time, virtually conducted on Zoom. The new challenges to protect the children with only virtual visitation were met head on with the development of court approved safety protocols. We also increased contact with our parents by making hundreds of check-in calls. These calls gave us valuable insight into the compounded stressors being experienced in many of the isolated homes of our vulnerable children. In order to alleviate the exacerbation of the issues discovered, there was an increased effort to provide information and resources on new topics and in new ways. As 2020 is coming to an end, limited on-site services have resumed in conjunction with virtual visitation and preparations are in place for our first Virtual Parenting Classes.

2nd Site: DeFuniak Springs SVC
372 College Blvd., DeFuniak Sps, FL 32435  850-951-1144

3rd Site: Crestview SVC
618 7th Ave.  Crestview, FL  850-398-8855

SAFE Visits - Kids in Distress – C17
819 N.E. 26th St. Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305
Program Director: Cindy Fuller, 954-390-7654 ext. 1507
Contact E-mail: cindyfuller@kidinc.org

Number of Sites: 1  Counties Served: Broward
Kids In Distress Visitation Program is the only accredited program in all of Broward County. KID provides Therapeutic Visitation to families with children ages birth through 17 years of age who reside in Broward County who have been removed from their homes.

Our program has one Visitation Specialist who is a Master’s level therapist, and one Supervisor who is an LMFT. The Visitation Specialists lend their expertise to help the families process the therapeutic visits as well as facilitate the supervised visits. Our program has interns from the Mental Health program at Nova University, as well as the Social Work program at Florida Atlantic University, completing their practicum/internship at the agency who often shadow the visitation specialist during the visits. They are given the opportunity to learn about the visitation program and the services we provide to the families in the dependency system. Unfortunately, since Covid arrived these internships have paused.

This year, due to COVID-19, the program transitioned to working remotely, and supervising Zoom virtual visits. The parents expressed gratitude for getting to continue to visit with their child during the social distancing restrictions. The virtual visits provided an opportunity for some families to play games (via the shared screen), to have the children show their parents what their rooms (and foster homes) look like, and for some of the foster parents and biological parents to have positive interactions. One child had refused to attend in person visits because he would reportedly rather stay home and play video games. While he continued to not attend the virtual visits, there was one visit where he did join to check on his mother as she had not responded to one of his texts.

This year we had four visitation families be given unsupervised visitation as they worked their way towards reunification. Two of the families consisted of parents (mothers) who, for various reasons, had not seen their children in a few years. Through the visitation program (face to face and virtual) they were able to build a relationship.

South Florida Counseling Agency – C17
10220 W. State Rd. 94 #2 Davie, FL 33324
Program Director: Karina Chernacov 954-370-8081
Contact Email: karina@southfloridacounseling.net

Number of Sites: 1 Counties Served: Broward, Dade

Due to Covid, we are currently only doing counseling and therapeutic telehealth sessions. We have not been providing supervised visitations services since March. We do hope to resume supervised visitation services at a later time.

During normal operations, we are proud to provide therapeutic sessions and supervised visitation in Portuguese, Spanish and English. We also provide excellent parenting classes all on site. We have several large warehouse “rooms” which are so big, they are more like small houses. Each is decorated with themes such as Mom’s house or Dad’s house, and have large living and play areas. In the past we
provided toys, gifts, and even Thanksgiving dinners to clients, however, funding cuts have eliminated these perks the last two years. Our success in reunifying dedicated families is documented through our local courts. We are in contact with judges as we testify in cases and see first-hand the positive outcomes.

Supervised Visitation Prog. at Life Management Center – C14
525 E. 15th St. Panama City, FL 32405
Program Director: Tonya Hamilton (850) 890-5897
Contact Email: THamilton@lmccares.org

Number of Sites: 3 Counties: Bay, Washington, Jackson

Our three sites provide supervised visits for families in Bay County, Washington County and Jackson County as well. Currently the visitation program accepts dependency referrals only and works closely with case managers, attorneys, GAL’s, and other service providers that work with the families.

This year we moved to virtual visits during the quarantine period. Caregivers sometimes helped monitor the visits. All visits were continued on an hourly basis which allowed us to serve clients more frequently. After minor technical difficulties we were able to add many new cases as well. We used the guidelines provided by the Clearinghouse, in designing orientation with clients on virtual visits. With their help, were able to provide guidance on how the caregiver should remove themselves from the call and offered suggestions to keep caregiver info secure and out of the call view. We really developed good relationships with the caregivers, who we normally don’t see, to help them adjust.

We found great ideas through the Clearinghouse on how to keep the virtual call fun and active. We were able to advise them on how to have props ready, and how to generate ideas for interaction over the call. We also had parents who were very adaptable and cooperative with the new format and its guidelines. Parents enjoyed seeing kids in their actual lives – showing artwork, and home life. No one missed their visits during the hurricanes because virtual visits were used. Kids were able to show parents some of the floods, animals, walls of the room, etc. as long as the phone wasn’t taken throughout the house.

We have now returned to in-person visits. Virtual visits are only offered in emergency situations because our schedule is completely full with onsite visits. Parents really like being in person with the children. We have no toys in the room now due to Covid, and our inability to disinfect every toy between visits, but parents are great with bringing items and ideas. Parents can take a prepackaged bag of paint supplies or other things to use and take with them. So far there have been no complaints about the absence of toys and no lack of great fun things to do at visits. Families are given monthly activities (ex. making collages, stockings for holidays, etc.) and participate in doing various arts and crafts, either what they bring or the program provides supplies for. When appropriate (cultural respect) children and parents also participate in decorating the visitation area for the holidays. Parent involvement is strongly
encouraged and surveys are done not only for services but ideas for activities that parents would like to have happen during visitation. We may consider limiting the toys permanently for sanitation reasons. We are all still using masks and families have been extremely cooperative.

2nd Site: Supervised Visitation BBend Ofc (Washington County)
1352 South Blvd. Chipley, FL 32428
Program Director: Tonya Hamilton (850)890-5897
Contact email: thamilton@lmccares.org
Onsite Visitation Manager: Destra Moses (850)628-2284 dmoses@lmccares.org

This site is located in Washington County. This site is primarily maintained by the Visitation On-site manager who works close with case managers and family support workers through Anchorage Children’s Home. This location has two visit rooms that also have a home like environment one room in particular offers a jungle like experience while visiting. Although this is a small site area there are anywhere from 5-12 families per week Tuesday and Thursday. The smaller environment offers a more one on one setting for parents to feel safe and work toward goals of reunification. Therapeutic visitation is offered at this site as well. We also did virtual visits here and have established great rapport with parents. We are very engaged with families and not just monitors. We are helpful with diaper changes, making bottles, whatever they need to make their visits meaningful (especially when here are multiple kids) We always let parents know that we are here to help and teach, not judge and we are very proud of the excellent relationships we have established with our clients. For example, we have one family where the baby cries a lot with mom, but not the caregiver or our staff. Mom felt horrible. We explained that she is nervous, and the baby feels your nerves that’s all. We helped her relax in a quiet room, in a comfy chair and as she did, and rocked the baby, the baby stopped crying. She was so happy and grateful to learn and not be judged. 😊

3rd Site: Supervised Visitation BB Ofc (Jackson Co.)
4120 Jireh Ct. Marianna, FL 32446
Program Director: Tonya Hamilton (850)890-5897
Contact email: thamilton@lmccares.org
Onsite Visitation Manager: Destra Moses (850)628-2284 dmoses@lmccares.org

This site is also maintained with the Visitation On-site Manager. Here the programs have visits on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday and can house up to 10-20 families (depending on hours court ordered). There are two full time staff between this site and Washington county. The onsite manager works hard to coordinate the schedule with transportation and case management. This site has two rooms in the Big Bend building that include family like setting.
Sustainable Family Services – C6
8487 9th St. North  St. Petersburg, FL 33702
Program Director: Brandice Almeida  727-318-3224
Contact E-mail: Brandice@susfamservices.com

Number of Sites: 1  Counties Served: Pinellas

Sustainable Family Services offers a home like environment for safe, comfortable, and nurturing visits. Our visitation center includes multiple visitation rooms, kitchen, lush backyard, sensory garden, butterfly garden, chicken coop! We engage with families to identify barriers to success and work to increase supportive factors and positive relationships between visiting parent and child.

Because of Covid, we have had to limit the number of visits we provide but all are done adhering to CDC protocols and guidelines including masks and social distancing.

The Centers, Inc. Best Practices SVP – C5
3300 SW 34th Ave. #101 Ocala, FL 34473
Program Director: Robin Lanier  Robin.Lanier@kidscentralinc.org
Kim Melvin  (352) 867-1536 x5312
Contact E-mail: Kim.Melvin@kidscentralinc.org

Number of Sites: 1  Counties Served: Marion

The Visitation Center serves the supervised visitation needs of parents and children in the dependency court system. There is no charge to the parents. We use referrals to highlight the areas of need. There are currently two visitation coaches with extended experience working with families. One is bilingual (Spanish & English). The facility provides a home like atmosphere with a kitchen, dining room, living room and three rooms that are age specific. The baby’s room is furnished with a changing table, Pack-N-Play, baby toys, and a recliner. In the main area there is a large toy box with multiple toys. The Centers provide the children and parents with book, puzzles, board games, etc. to make the visits a positive experience. The parents are encouraged to bring food for the children and talk while eating.

An important component is the pre and post visits. The visitation coaches meet before the visits to allow the parents time to express themselves and plan an activity with the children. Materials and sometimes videos are reviewed to enhance diminished protective capacities. At the post visits the parents are given the opportunity to express their impressions of their visits and discourse if they have barriers. The visitation coaches provide the parents with their observations and offer additional suggestions. The parents get encouragement and inspiration to put the children’s needs first. Sometimes during the visits, the visitation coaches intervene or mediate to ensure the visits are positive and the parents understand their roles. There is always emphasis on not making promises and making the children feel special. The program is usually approved for 8 visits, but an extension could be approved if needed based
on the families’ needs and progress. Regular meetings are scheduled to discuss with administration any concerns or direction needed.

Due to Covid-19 most of the current visits are being done via Zoom or FaceTime. This has created new challenges but nonetheless the children and parents continue to see each other and build upon their communication skills. The visitation coaches are currently providing creative ideas to reassure and inspire the parents to continue visiting and planning. This special circumstance has broadened the horizon and will hopefully be available in the future for special cases that may arise due to illness or long distances.

The Children and Families Supervise Visitation Program – C12
2210 S. Tamiami Trail  Venice, FL  34293
Program Director: Tamara Tridle  941-492-6491
Contact E-mail: tamarat@CPCSarasota.org

Number of Sites:  1           Counties Served: Sarasota

The Children and Families Supervised Visitation Program (CFSVP) provides services to families that have a history of domestic violence, substance misuse, criminal history, child abuse/neglect, and mental health concerns. Approximately 85% of CFSVP cases have a history of domestic violence with overlapping substance misuse and mental health concerns.

The CFVSP is a member of the Supervised Visitation Network (SVN) and follows all SVN standards. In addition we comply with all CDC guidelines and protocols regarding Covid to ensure client and staff safety.

The Children’s Visitation Center – C9
2 Courthouse Square  #3100    Kissimmee, FL 34741
Program Director: Vereen Fernandez  407-742-2467
Contact E-mail: ctadvf1@ocnjcc.org

Number of Sites:   1          Counties Served: Orange

The Osceola County Children’s Visitation Center is a court-operated program that provides supervised visits and monitored exchanges for families experiencing separation, divorce, and domestic violence, when conflict between the parents necessitates a neutral outside resource. These essential services allow children to spend time with their visiting parent in a pleasant and safe atmosphere, fostering a healthy relationship. The goal of the Children’s Visitation Center is to provide an environment where a child can visit with their non-residential parent in a safe, caring, and child-positive setting.

The Children’s Visitation Center also provides Virtual Supervised Visitation through the use of electronic communication tools as a means of furthering communication between a parent
and child in order to foster their relationship. The Virtual Supervised Visitation is not a substitute for actual visitation time with children. It is a supplemental tool intended to enhance the relationship between a parent and their child.

The parents are required to attend an orientation prior to the commencement of in-person or virtual visits which the program facilitates virtually. Visits take place in a school setting, which includes a large playground for families to spend recreational time outdoors during visits. The program has neutral and trained observers who closely monitor all visits and ensure that they are always within the sight and/or sound of the child (ren) and parent. The center provides full-time on-site security with the assistance of the Osceola County Sheriff’s Office. Participation in this program requires a court order.

The services provided by the Children’s Visitation Center has been made possible thanks to the outstanding support and collaboration of the Osceola County Board of County Commissioners, Osceola County Sheriff’s Office, and the Osceola County School Board.

**Therapeutic Alliance – C11**
6405 NW 36\(^{th}\) St. #112 Virginia Gardens, FL 33166
Program Director: Dayra Bodan 305-871-3131
Contact E-mail: TherapeuticAlli@bellsouth.net

Number of Sites: 2  Counties: Dade

**2\(^{nd}\) Site: Therapeutic Alliance** 7700 N. Kendall Dr. #402 Miami, FL 33156

Our center is an affiliated group of licensed LCSWs, LMHCs, Psychologists Ph.Ds. Therefore extensive therapeutic interventions and visits are our specialty. We also have a number of post doc students as interns. We have four individual visit room designed in a home like way with comfy furniture and fun themes such as Disney and Mickey Mouse. We also have entertainment options like TVs, gaming and a large assortment of age-appropriate toys.

Along with therapeutic supervision we provide family counseling, psych evals, co-parenting classes, parenting classes, anger management, couples and family reunification classes, all on-site. We decorate for Halloween and give out candy. We also decorate for holidays and staff often donate toys for the children.

During quarantine we did our best to continue providing needed services to all of our clients. We now do telehealth counseling and therapy sessions for clients. We have continued in-person supervised visits but with enhanced sanitation and safety protocols as recommended by the CDC. We sanitized everything between clients, and everyone is required to have their temperature taken, wear a mask, and respect social distance guidelines.
We are so proud of the many complimentary thank you cards from kids and parents we receive each year. They tell us they really appreciated how much we care, and the kind services we provide.

The Toby Center – C6, C9, C10, C13, C15, C17, C18
100 E. Linton Blvd. #104-B Delray Bch, FL
Program Director: Dr. Mark Roseman 855-862-9236
Contact E-mail: Rose rose_berkoff@thetobycenter.org

Number of Sites: 10 Counties Served: Broward, Highlands, Hillsborough, Orange, Palm Beach, Pinellas, Polk

Our goal is to validate your feelings as a parent when the courts redefine you as a custodial, or non-custodial parent. Regardless of the nomenclature used in your district court, you have now entered a system which now focuses on you. It will carefully examine your ability to nurture your child and requires you to specify how you will parent in conjunction with another parent or guardian. Toby Center staff understand this frustration. Let us help you deal with the many changes you, and your children, will now experience.

Each Toby Center provides wraparound therapy, supervised visitation, parenting courses, mediation and child custody services for families transitioning through separation and divorce. We are committed to help create co-parenting arrangements to improve child outcomes. Center staff strive to reduce conflict between parents, provide coping skills to restore confidence, and multiple court ordered services to help families move forward more comfortably during their court procedures.

This year during the Covid pandemic, we switched to virtual visits and the bulk of our visits are still virtual. We developed new guidelines and orientations for parents so their virtual visits would be successful. We also helped them discover which activities and games would make their visits most interactive and successful. In some cases where both parents agree, we have returned to in-person with all necessary precautions. We strictly follow all CDC guidelines and protocols to keep our incredible staff and families safe. Parents have really missed seeing their kids in person and virtual visits have been difficult for some of the younger children, but we are still making it work. We are so glad to be able to help these parents persevere, to see their kids even if it’s just a phone call. We work long hours providing services even nights and weekends and are proud of our work to help families stay connected in this difficult time.

Dr. Mark Roseman is the Founder/President of the Toby Center for Family Transitions. Dr. Mark’s program at the Toby Center is a national model for serving the divorcing population and their children, with locations across Florida. An educator, Dr. Roseman has worked with children and parents since 1998 when he served as an advocate for joint custody and served with David L. Levy, Esq, President Emeritus of the Children’s Rights Council (CRC) in Washington, DC. In 2002-2008, Roseman served as Assistant Director for Child Access Services for the CRC developing training for supervised visitation and opening visitation locations in metro DC.
United Way Family Fundamentals – C10
1021 Lakeland Hills Blvd. # 2 Lakeland, FL 33805
Program Director: Jordan Diacheysn 863-686-1221 x222
Contact E-mail: jordan.diacheysn@uwcf.org

Number of Sites: 1         Counties Served: Polk, Highlands, Hardee

Family Fundamentals, a United Way of Central Florida Success By 6 parent resource center, is committed to strengthening families and our community by: increasing access to resources and services; empowering, supporting, and inspiring parents to be the best parent they can be; providing fun activities in a family-friendly environment; and preparing children, not just for school, but for life, with all the mental, social, and emotional foundations needed to succeed.
That is why we have partnered with 36 community agencies dedicated to supporting all-around family wellness, including healthcare, financial literacy, social support, and education. Two of these partners are among the case management organizations responsible for dependency cases in the tri-county area. Our supervised visitation program provides case managers with the comfort of knowing that families are safe as they rebuild relationships in a warm, inviting setting. Our program uses parent education and modelling of essential parental skills, such as bonding through play, reading, and communication, to get families closer to reunification. Parents are encouraged to take advantage of all that our partners have to offer, and children leave each visit with a brand-new, age-appropriate book. Heartland for Children, the leading community-based care agency for the 10th circuit courts, believes so firmly in our mission that they have supported our supervised visitation program with a grant to ensure that we can continue to provide for our community!

This faith and support have carried Family Fundamentals through the COVID-19 pandemic. Our office may have closed in April, but the work did not stop. We were able to update our agency policies and procedures, convene with the case management organizations to ensure continuity of care for our families, and dive into staff development opportunities to prepare for reopening in June as best we could be. Since reopening, we have had two successful case closures after families were reunified or their restrictions lifted by the court. Even as our community navigates the changes that have come with the pandemic, Family Fundamentals remains a vital resource center and a safe, warm environment for families in need.

Wesley House Family Services – Key Largo – C11
99451 Overseas Hwy #200  Key Largo, FL 33037
Program Director: Téri Christian  305-394-5377
Contact E-mail: Teri.Christian@wesleyhouse.org

Number of Sites: 1         Counties Served: Munroe
Wesley House Family Services provides supervised visitation to families in Monroe County from Key West to Key Largo. We provide Nurturing Parenting for Supervised Visitation during visits for families who can benefit from additional parenting coaching. Visit supervisors model new parenting skills and techniques during visits when appropriate in a positive and nonintrusive style. We also offer therapeutic visitation when necessary or court ordered. We have multiple visitation rooms designed specifically to accommodate families of various sizes and age ranges of children. We also have access to nearby parks to provide a safe and normal outdoor experience for families who are successful with indoor visitation.

During the pandemic, we have adopted various safety protocols in order to provide continued visitation services as we believe that visitation is the cornerstone of reunification and should continue uninterrupted whenever possible. We are able to utilize cameras and computers to monitor visits outside of the actual visitation rooms and to allow families to visit with privacy and safety as a priority. We do offer virtual visits as well when requested.

Wesley House Family Services – Key West – C16
1304 Truman Ave. Key West, FL 33040
Program Director: Morgan Smeraldi 305-809-5000 x329
Contact E-mail: Morgan.Smeraldi@wesleyhouse.org

Number of Sites: 1  Counties Served: Munroe

Youth and Family Alternatives SVP – C5
7361 Forest Oaks Blvd. Springhill, FL 34606
Program Director: Courtnay Murphy 727-307-1589
Contact E-mail: courtnay.murphy@kidscentralinc.org

Number of Sites: 2  Counties Served: Hernando, Citrus
This year has been a difficult one due to COVID-19. However, we as a program were able to push through and continue to provide the parents, children and siblings continued contact using virtual conferencing (Zoom, Facebook Messenger, etc). My team of Family Support Workers worked diligently to move all visitations from face to face to virtual in a matter of two days. They were able to troubleshoot different issues such as young children not wanting to sit for an hour, instead being provided visits several days a week for shorter periods of time. We have found that in some cases the virtual contact has helped the relationship between the parent and child. Several children who would refuse face to face visits began to speak and interact with their parents again in a positive way using the virtual platform.

In addition, parents who previously did not show up or frequently canceled their face to face visits prior to COVID-19, have been consistently visiting with their children virtually. This is crucial to helping continue the bonds with their children and keeping them motivated to complete their case plan tasks. The Family Support Workers have watched parents help their kids with homework and play games virtually just like they would if contact was face to face.

As Program Director it has been great to have such a wonderful team of people that help ensure the children and families we work with continue to have quality contact even when it seems impossible. Something I always tell me team as we have navigated through this unprecedented time is “We are YFA Strong!”

2nd Site: Youth & Family Alternatives Citrus Co.
2440 N. Essex Ave  Hernando, FL  34442
Program Director: Marisa McClain 352-344-2933
Contact E-mail:  Marisa.McClain@kidscentralinc.org

Each year we have a wonderful Christmas celebration with a visit from Santa and Mrs. Clause. They bring a large number of gifts of all sizes and age ranges and the children are invited to choose one for themselves. Inmates at a local jail make cookies for the children. During Halloween we decorate the whole place and have the children trick-or-treat from office to office. We have one room dedicated to infants and very young kids, with muted colors and three other rooms for older children with more vibrant colors. Although Covid has diminished our celebrations, we still strive to make the holidays fun for clients.